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PRESIDENTS REPORT June 2014
Another year has flown by with its ups and downs.
We were all saddened by the untimely passing of Jason. He contributed significantly to the spirit of
the club and hopefully we will celebrate his memory annually at the Heligods Winter Solstice Event.
I still smile when I think of his comment when he was appointed a Safety Officer - he wanted to know if this job came
with a gun!
The club continues to prosper and our membership remains stable with the inevitable losses and welcome gains. A special welcome to the new members, please try and attend our AGM on Monday 4 th and get to know your new committee
Speaking of new committee, a special thanks to the outgoing one for the work you do to keep the club functioning. Special thanks to Brett for transitioning us to Tidy Club and to Roger for getting our Web site functional and making sure that
the membership cards were produced. Without an executive team and the other supporting roles – we would not have a
place to fly
We are always looking for new blood for the committee and to pass the baton on to the next generation. This is your
club – you need to choose the people to entrust the running of the club to – so please attend the AGM at 8:00pm on
Monday 4th at our Club House preceded by a BBQ from around 7:00
Safe flying
Jeff
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The Rise of Electrics
I have said in the past we are experiencing exciting times in our hobby. Even a few years ago I wouldn’t have guessed that
electrics would make such serious in roads to not just our area of the hobby but right across all aspects of aeromodelling. This
includes fixed wing regardless of size and even turbines. It is now obvious in magazines such as Model Helicopter World – the
last 2 issues not a mention of nitro models. In our local mags too such as Airbourne and RCM News, electrics dominate. There
used to be a specialists section but now electrics are the norm right through the mag.
You have probably seen these already but check out these videos. Awesome examples from the guys at Heligraphix of the
power electrics are capable of that far exceed what the same size Nitro models could do.
If you are reading this as a pdf you should still be able to click on the link.
Link to lifting a woman
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77uK19KxMuI

Link to Towing a ferrari
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdB2AlQlLyk
Safety with Electrics
So following on from the awesome power that is available with electrics and as most of you may know I have recently made
the transition to electric Helis. They really have come of age and I must admit I was a disbeliever when this was predicted by
some just a few years ago. . So with this new form of drive technology it struck me that safety protocols that are second nature to some may be unknown to others.
I was very fortunate to have the master (Brett Dargue) set up my Heli and guide me along the road to success. Now while
Brett doesn’t do much flying himself he has and still is responsible for building and setting up incredibly competitive machines
for James his son.
So without being too preachy here are a couple of the tips I have picked up from Brett that really should be mandatory to all of
us:
1 Have a ‘starting’ mode on your transmitter. In this mode all controls work except the throttle and collective. For a Nitro
you can have the trim working the throttle. This ensures no accidental knocking of the throttle causing things to rapidly go pear shaped or in the case of a Nitro, melt the clutch. Zero pitch on the blades so if the impossible does happen the model doesn’t go anywhere.
2 At the take off point ‘arm’ or connect the motor battery lead but not all the way in. If the speed controller plays the right
tune or if the correct lights blink only then push the connectors all the way home. This ensures if something unexpected happens you can very quickly pull the connectors apart.
Finally
once you are 9 meters back from the model (remember the rules) and ready to take off, flick the switch out of
3
‘start mode’ and the motor is then armed and ready to respond to your commands.
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Field layout
Combining the hard work that Ray Close has put in and fine tuned at committee level, the field layout has been updated. It is in effect what we are currently doing just that it is now put down on paper so to speak. There will be an email
sent out shortly (you may have received it already) and copies of the drawing and ‘words’ that go with it. This will be
put up in the Club House the weekend of our Fun Fly.
Web Site
Remember to keep an eye on the web site. I am updating it regularly with the latest news, events coming up etc.
TidyClub
As you have all rejoined you would be aware that TidyClub now manages our memberships. I have been involved with
the membership card side of things working with Brett which has made me appreciate just how hard Brett has worked
to get this up and running. Well done Brett.
RCM News and Jeff’s Lama
Jeff has an update in the latest issue of RCM News about his magnificent large – very large Lama. Jeff’s attention to
detail is amazing. We are lucky to have someone as talented as Jeff in the club and to also be our Club President. Well
done Jeff.
Vale Jason Rowe
As you would all know by now, Jason was taken all too soon from this life. As I said in the tribute on the web site he
pioneered quad copters before they were popular, was a very accomplished pilot and a great asset to the R/C Helicopter community and the MRCHC Club. We all have fond memories of his very Aussie sense of humour. The Funeral
that was held on Friday the 4th July was a moving affair and as model helicopters were such a significant part of his life
it was fitting that his SAB Goblin 630 Heli was atop the coffin. It was a very powerful and moving image to behold.
The successful Winter Solstice event that he organized only a couple of weeks prior is planned to continue and be a
tribute to Jason
Our sympathies go to his family and close friends.
Until Next Time safe Flying
Roger Chapman
MRCHC PR Committee
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Hallam

20 Spring Square
Hallam Vic 3803
PH/FAX(03)9703 1160
hallamhobbies@optusnet.com.au

Hobbies

www.hallamhobbies.com.au

Stocking only quality products

and accessories for the R/C modeller.
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AIRCRAFT

Cularis

RADIO

Twister

Gemini
Acromaster

Back in stock Easystar-Fox

NEW JR 11X 2.4

Freewing F16 , F-86

Parkzone Habu

Turbines and Fly Fly EDF

Parkzone

HITECH AURORA 9, 2.4

SEAGULL JUST ARRIVED Ryan Navion, Pilatus Porter, PC-9 RAAF colours

MULTIPLEX 16 CHANNEL 2.4
BEGINNERS PACKAGES
If you are just starting out in the hobby there
are quite a few options. We recommend starting
from a ready to fly glider, electric model
plane or helicopter up to larger engine powered
types.

OS, Saito, Supertigre engines

Wayne, Addie, Knut, Lucas and George
are all active modellers. No hard sell,
just good advice with competitive prices.
We have a large range of stock and spares
with all the latest accessories and
building materials.

Phone and mail orders welcome.
Phone/fax: 03 9773 3955
641A Nepean Highway Carrum, Vic. 3197.
Melway 97 C8. 200 metres south of Carrum Station.
addies_hobbies@optusnet.com.au
Closed Mondays and Public Holidays

Melbourne RC Helicopter Club Inc. Flying Rules) updated Feb 2011
The MRCHC has an outstanding safety record. The safety of our members and our visitors is foremost to the Club and so the
following rules are in place to help maintain a safe flying environment. Please observe the following rules at all times.
1. No member shall fly or operate their helicopter equipment, which has not been tested and checked prior to first flight, is
obviously faulty or is obviously in need of repair.
2. No member shall fly or operate equipment to the danger of others or in a manner as to present the likelihood of harm or
injury to person's or person's property.
3. The Frequency Keyboard shall be used at all times where possible for 36Mhz . NO person shall fly or operate any equipment unless the appropriate frequency key is in position on the keyboard. No person shall remove a Frequency Key from
the Frequency board apart from the owner thereof.
4. Frequency Keys are not required for 24Ghz Spread Spectrum but transmitters must be on the approved list Refer MOP
058
5. Any member or visitor found to have caused loss or damage to any other member's Helicopter, property or equipment
through unauthorized operation of their own equipment or by dangerous or irresponsible behavior shall be liable for such
damage or loss.
6. NO pilot shall take off or land in the pit area, fly over the pit area or the Car Parking area. Flying is permitted in Authorised flight areas only (ref. map in the Club House).
7 All pilots shall maintain 9 meter separation form their helicopters at all times
8. No member is permitted to fly unless they can be identified by wearing a current Membership Identification.
9. Visitors flying at the field must sign the visitor’s book prior to flying: - Visitor Rules apply. A Current member must sponsor the visitor and brief the visitor of the club's Flying Rules.
10. A directive from a club Safety Officer or a Committee member shall be complied with immediately. Any dispute settled
later by the committee.
11. Hovering in the hovering area shall not exceed 5 meters in altitude. Pilot must not hover the helicopter between the
Pilot and the Pits.
12. The hovering area is for hovering, the model must not exceed walking pace.
13. Mobile Phones are not allowed on at the flight line at any time, Mobile Phones are allowed in the pits and in cars.
14. There is to be no flying on Fire Ban days.
15. All members who wish to fly on the main flight lines will require to have their Helicopter Bronze wings or greater endorsement. Visitors wishing to fly on the main flight lines will be required to have a member accompany them whilst on the
main flight lines until such time as they have obtained their endorsement.

